14.08: The SSID is the State ID and it is used to track students as they move from one part of the state to another, in and out of various programs, etc. It is used after the Dec report to differentiate the students who have the same name and DOB.

14.09: The Local Student ID generally comes from the LEA’s SIS and is used to manage the student within the district; enrollment, attendance, health info, teacher assignments, etc. Usually this is auto-generated by the SIS using a formula that makes sense to the district, sometimes a combination of name/district or some other formula.

14.10 Local Special Ed ID is automatically created by SEIS when a record is created. It is unique within SEIS and sequential.

14.09 the SIS ID has always had a field in SEIS, but it has never been required for reporting until now. It will be the field that ties the SPED report record to the SIS report record, and **is required for every student starting right now in December.**